DevOps Engineer

Are you the devops engineer who makes our customer's data dreams come true?
We are Axual, a fresh startup on a mission. A mission to unleash the power of information within
large organizations, in real-time. We enable them to respond instantly to their customers’
ever-changing needs.
How? We provide them with real-time data solutions. And we provide the tools and services to
administer their business data streams easily and reliably.
We are looking for engineers to help us on our mission. You’ll love working with us if you:
- are a free-spirited individual
- like to challenge the established order using cutting edge technologies
- realize that a client’s mind changes from time to time; requirements are not set in stone,
just like you
- want the client to be self-supporting
- have a product development mindset. Improving “your” product makes you proud.
Responsibilities:
You will be dedicated to monitoring, managing and operating the fast data platform, to make
sure that performance is optimal at all time. You make sure that all the required metrics on the
platform and related applications are gathered and easily accessible. You spot problems well
before the customer does, and proactively advise on opportunities to improve. You do this using
the latest in open source software, both in on premise and cloud environments. As a subject
matter expert you work in close collaboration with the development team and you help
improving their efficiency by infrastructure or automation improvements.
We are looking for a devops engineer with :
- Affinity with SRE
- Thorough understanding of and extensive experience administering Linux
- Development experience; starting with bash (Python/Go are a plus)
- Experience with running docker in production
-

Experience with cloud providers, such as AWS, Azure

-

Experience running and maintaining (distributed) Big Data platforms/solutions

-

Experience with monitoring, distributed logging and metrics, setting up, configuring and
analyzing to spot problems; (Prometheus, grafana)

-

Really have that "monitor everything and anything" mentality, from an alerting as well as
a metrics point of view;

What we offer:
- a company that you can help build from the ground up
- a team that you’ll love working with every day
- an immensely fast and dynamic market to work in
- great clients to work with and for
- a salary suitable for someone with your knowledge and expertise
- a brand new Macbook Pro
- a nice place to work in the heart of Utrecht, right next to Utrecht Centraal
- great coffee
Do you want to join us on our mission? Do you want to know more? Let’s get in touch.
Please send an email with your resume and motivation to jobs@axual.io or give us a call at +31
6 15 24 72 41

